Sound Designer: Rodgers + Hammerstein’s Cinderella
Contract Position: Summer 2021

GREAT Theatre, Waite Park, MN seeks an experienced sound designer for the upcoming summer production. Sound Designer must have professional experience designing and mixing in large venues, outdoor experience greatly preferred. This production takes place at a 5,000-seat outdoor amphitheater. The designer must have experience working with professional crews and shops and local volunteers. Job duties include:

- System specification and design
- Work within the budgeted allotment
- Provide necessary drawings and paperwork for bid and install
- Build/find necessary sound effects
- Train and support local A1 to mix show on the specified console
- Attend necessary meetings and rehearsals
- Conduct typical duties associated with sound designer

Sound Designer must be on-site July 19 – July 25, 2021 in St. Cloud, MN. Weekly virtual production meetings begin late April 2021. GREAT Theatre to provide competitive fee, travel, and accommodation.

Submit cover letter and resume to Dennis Whipple, Dennis@GreatTheatre.org, 320.258.2787 no later than April 15, 2021. Learn more about GREAT Theatre at www.GreatTheatre.org.

About GREAT Theatre

Great River Educational Arts Theatre (GREAT) is a professional community theatre that provides dynamic on-stage programming and innovative off-stage educational outreach throughout central Minnesota. By reaching more than 70,000 people each year, GREAT strives to ensure everyone has access to the transformative power of the arts.

GREAT is committed to attracting and retaining employees with varying identities and backgrounds. We aspire to create a team that represents the diversity of our community while creating a space that encourages and embraces inclusiveness, equal opportunity, and respect. Additionally, we are committed to anti-racism through ongoing and consistent action, moving with urgency while identifying both immediate and long-term strategic actions, both as individuals and collectively as an organization.